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The cake is a lie – video game food culture
The exhibition is on display at The Finnish Museum of Games from 24.1.2021 to 31.8.2021.
This publication explores the writing of video
game food blogs and books, glances at
cooking simulators, and marvels at UnReal
World’s Iron Age eating habits. The publication also includes a batch of delicious video
game food recipes, which are worth testing.

#kakkuonvale #peliruoka

From Screen to Plate is an expansion, or DLC
(downloadable content) to the exhibition,
that allows us to explore the dimensions of
video game food that we couldn’t fit into the
exhibition texts. We also wanted to showcase
Finnish video game food, and UnReal World’s
developer Sami Maaranen was inspired to
create an entire menu for our readers to enjoy.
Let’s bring video game food into our world!
Riina & Elisa

FROM SCREEN TO PLATE
Fictional food, including video game food, has long been
a source of fascination for bloggers and YouTubers.
The food seen and experienced in video games often
inspires gamers to turn their imaginations into reality,
and certain popular foods have been recreated in various ways. These foods include, for example, sea salt
ice cream from the Kingdom Hearts series, sweetrolls
from the Elder Scrolls series, and the cake from Portal. In recent years, many printed cookbooks have also
appeared, the writers of which started out as bloggers.
Victoria Rosenthal has authored a blog named
Pixelated Provisions since 2012, which focuses solely
on video game food. The original idea behind the blog
was to prove to gamers that cooking isn’t difficult. The

recipes, therefore, include many pictures of different
cooking stages. Victoria has published two cookbooks
thus far: Fallout – The Vault Dweller’s Cookbook and
Destiny – The Official Cookbook. In June 2021, her next
book, Street Fighter: The Official Street Food Cookbook,
will be released.
Cassandra Reeder has penned her The Geeky Chef
blog since 2008. The blog includes recipes from
books, movies, TV series, and video games. Nowadays, readers can also send in their own recipes, which
will be published if they are good enough. Three cookbooks written by Cassandra have been released: The
Geeky Chef Cookbook, The Geeky Chef Strikes Back, and
The Geeky Chef Drinks.

Fallout Official Cookbook.Photo: Elisa Wiik

In this interview, Victoria and Cassandra discuss
how they wound up cooking video game food.
Why are you fascinated
with game food?

What kind is the process from food
seen in a game to a complete recipe?

Victoria:
Food and video games have always separately been
important parts of my life, so it makes sense that I was
eventually going to combine them. What better way to
do that than to recreate video game food and drinks?
Both video games and cooking are calming and relaxing daily activities for me. I am a self-taught home cook
and love to experiment and learn about new food and
cooking methods.

Victoria:
The process typically starts with me playing a game
and finding the food in the game’s world. It could be a
part of the mechanics or just an element in the environment. If a game has no information or description
about the item, I will take my own approach to recreating that item. For example, in the game Bugsnax all of
the creatures are edible but there aren’t any recipes to
make them. Since they are described as part bug, part
snack, each of the Bugsnax I have created have included
cricket flour as a bug element to stay true to the game.

I have been playing video games all my life. Growing
up, my father was tech savvy and would always pick
up the latest computer games. Video games were one
of the ways we would hang out, from him watching me
play games like Marathon and Tomb Raider or the family setting up a few computers together and playing a
few rounds of Warcraft or Unreal Tournament.
A few years back, I wanted to motivate my friends to
start cooking as much as I was. I started a generic food
blog of my favorite recipes written out step by step,
but that only lasted about three months. I couldn’t
motivate myself to write the posts every week. Fast
forward a year, I decided to give the food blog another shot but this time to combine my love of food and
video games. I was finally able to combine my two
loves with my blog Pixelated Provisions. My goal with
Pixelated Provisions is to inspire my fellow gamers to
get in the kitchen and make delicious meals from the
games they love playing.

If a game goes into more detail, like an ingredients list
or a written description about a food’s flavor or method of being cooked, I’ll start my process from there.
Guild Wars 2 and Final Fantasy XIV are two great
examples of games with a lot of detail to work with.
Each food in these games has recipes, ingredients, and
a process to make them, so I try to stay true to the
game and create something similar. From there, I’ll still
adjust the recipe with additional spices and flavors to
make sure the recipe tastes good and works well outside of the virtual game world.

Cassandra:
My first video game love was The Secret of Monkey
Island, which, if you think about it, has a lot of great
food moments. I was a small child so I didn’t really understand the why of it, but after playing Monkey Island
my favorite drinks were Root Beer and “Grog” (basically Mountain Dew in a mug) and I loved to eat chicken
legs and bananas. Now I’m older, I realize it’s a form of
immersion. It’s got the same appeal as cosplay. You’re
just putting yourself in the story through food instead
of costumes.

The Geeky Chef Cookbook.
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Cassandra:
The first step is research, which is compiling all the information the game gives you on the food item: Who makes it, who eats it, what’s it taste like, what’s the texture?
Sometimes you’re lucky and there’s already ingredients!
From that data, I come up with a conceptual dish and the
testing phase begins. From there, I make tweaks or reevaluate the concept and start the process all over. Finally,
the dish is complete!

How did you end up publishing your
themed cookbooks?
Victoria:
My first cookbook project started about three years
ago right around when Hurricane Harvey hit Houston.
We decided to bunker down and endured the days
of heavy downpours, tornado warnings, and the long
long nights of the storm. We were lucky and our home
was fine, but we canceled vacation plans afterwards
to help friends in the area and make sure things were

The email couldn’t have come at a better time. Not
only did it bring my spirits up after a bad experience,
it also came when I had a sudden surplus of vacation
time from my dayjob! I was able to use the time I had
planned on visiting some national parks to instead
come up with recipe ideas and eventually set up a
deal to design and cook up a Fallout cookbook! I’ve
since then worked with Insight Editions and created
a few projects from different games that I’m really
proud of.
Cassandra:
The publishers actually approached me. My blog was
one of the first of it’s kind and was still relatively obscure as food blogs go so I hadn’t really dared to dream
of a cookbook at the time. We talked it out and shortly after I signed a contract!

Fallout New Vegas: Wasteland omelette Servings: 2-3 omelettes
3 eggs, beaten (per omelette)
1/2 onion, thinly sliced
1/2 apple, thinly sliced
1 salmon filet
salt
pepper
2 tbsp flour
2 tbsp butter
1/2 tsp garlic powder
1 cup milk
1 cup cheddar
cayenne pepper, optional

Wasteland omelette.
Photo: Victoria Rosenth
Place a pan over medium-high heat and allow it to warm.
Salt and pepper the salmon. Place the salmon, skin side
down on, in the hot pan and cook for 5 minutes. Flip and
cook for another 4 minutes or until the salmon is cooked
through. Place the salmon on a plate to cool.
In a pan over high heat begin sauteing the onions. Once they
have become translucent, about 5 minutes, add the apple.
Cook until the apple has softened. Remove from the heat.
Next the mac and cheese base. In a saucepan, over medium-high heat melt the butter. Add the flour and whisk together to form a roux.
As the roux begins to smell like bread slowly whisk in the milk.
Turn off the heat, add the cheese and whisk until combined.

A Short History of
Cooking Simulators

okay. Shortly after, I received a surprise email from
an editor at Insight Editions who loved my food blog
and thought I’d be a good fit for an upcoming Fallout
cookbook.

C

ooking Mama was
released for the
Nintendo DS in 2006.
Despite mediocre reviews at the time, the
game was a huge sales
hit, paving the way for
cooking games to come.
In Cooking Mama, the
player prepares various kinds of dishes
under the instruction
of “Mama”. The preparation of each individual
ingredient is its own minigame. Cooking Mama
took advantage of the
Nintendo DS’s touch
screen, which added a
level of immersion to chopping and stirring.
In the mid-2000s, cooking reality TV shows such as
MasterChef, Iron Chef, and Hell’s Kitchen grew increasingly popular. Celebrity chefs were molded into
engaging superstars, and the competitive nature of the
shows also appealed to viewers who weren’t otherwise interested in the finer points of cooking in their daily
lives. Like food reality shows, Cooking Mama reached a
wide audience when it was first released. Only two years
later, Hell’s Kitchen (2008), Iron Chef America (2008),
and What’s Cooking? With Jaime Oliver (2008) were
turned into licensed video games.

Cook, Serve, Delicious! (2013) brings cooking back to
the restaurant industry. The player’s task is to restore a
small and worn-down restaurant to its former glory. In
addition to having business know-how, the owner must
be a proficient chef. The series’ third instalment (2020)
takes place in a dystopian America in 2042 that has
been ravaged by war. The restaurant is now a mobile
food truck.
In more recent years, games focused on successfully running a restaurant and preparing food have made
room for more humoristic approaches. Today’s most
popular cooking games include the Overcooked (2016)
series, in which players can monkey around in the game’s kitchen with friends locally from the same couch or
via the internet. Strict time limits, laborious recipes, and
kitchens that change shape mid-game result in plenty
of chaos, tearful laughter, and food thrown on the floor.
Cooking is also relentlessly
baffling in Job Simulator VR
(2016), in which the player can
try out different professions in
a museum run by robots in the
future. One such profession is
that of a gourmet chef, but the
robots have a strange perception of cooking, consisting largely of combining incompatible
ingredients in the microwave
and warming unopened cans
of soup in a pot.

Begin warming a pan over medium heat. Once it is warmed
add the beaten eggs and give it a few good swirls with a
spatula. Spread it out and let it cook for about 3 minutes or
until the edges begin to solidify. Carefully flip the omelette
and allow it to cook for another minute. Remove it from the
pan carefully onto a plate.
Pour a thick layer of cheese sauce on top of the omelette.
Next place a few spoonfuls of the onion and apple mixture.
Finally add a layer of salmon. If you want to give the omelette an extra deathclaw kick, add some cayenne pepper
over the salmon before folding the omelette closed.

Source: Victoria Rosenthal, Pixelated Provisions-blog
https://pixelatedprovisions.com
/2015/06/15/fallout-new-vegas-wasteland-delight/

Before the turn of the century, cooking was usually a side
task in a game of a different genre. For example, Pizza
Tycoon (1994) is mainly a business management simulator, but one can craft a pizza of their own creation in
the restaurant that they run. In The Sims (2000), cooking was initially just one skill among others, but the minigame has been expanded in newer versions. Cooking
minigames also became more popular within JRPGs
toward the end of the 90s. The Tales of Phantasia PSX
release (1998) expanded the original SNES game’s cooking possibilities. Suikoden II (1998) also includes an
Iron Chef-esque cooking competition with other chefs.

Overcooked 2 (2018, Team17)

UnReal World
and sacrificial food
for the spirits

S

urvival game UnReal World is situated in a fantasy
world resembling Finland from the Iron Ages, and
the game’s development has continued without
pause since 1992. Game developer Sami Maaranen
has acquainted himself with the secrets of living in the
ancient wilderness, and in his interview, he discusses
the fascinating food culture of UnReal World and Iron
Age Finland.

What kind of role does food play in UnReal
World?
Food plays quite a central role in UnReal World. When
a survival game and life simulator is in question, one
naturally can’t stay alive for too long without food. In
this sense, food is a part, or should be a part, of the
game character’s everyday. Acquiring food from cultivations, the wilderness, fishing grounds, and forests
filled with berries and mushrooms makes up a large
portion of the game character’s daily life. UnReal World
strives for historical accuracy and realism, which can
also be seen in the game’s mechanics regarding food.
This is apparent, for example, in the various ways of
preparing food and in the distinct cultural and regional
diets of different tribes.
In ancient times, food was also used as a trade item,
which can of course be seen in the game world as well.
If, for example, one manages to catch a surplus of fish,
it can be salted and traded for other goods. The player
must also consider their own stores for winter, though,
and perhaps that batch of salt came at the price of two
bags of grain.
Food in UnReal World is not solely part of the human
realm. In this Iron Age world, different spirits occasionally require entertainment and appeasement in the
form of food sacrifices. Spirits are given a share of, for
example, the game and fish caught, and food plays a
key role in nurturing the relationships between humans
and spirits. The satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the
spirits can influence peoples’ livelihoods.
Food procurement and economy make up a multifaceted element within the game world, in addition to its
cultural and supernatural dimensions.

What kinds of rituals were involved
in eating?
Historically, rituals and customs surrounding food have
been eclectic. Different kinds of meals have been enjoyed at certain times of the year or at specific points
in a person’s life, sometimes perhaps involving magical
conventions. Examples include the harvest festival, or

“Kekri”, and “Karhunpeijaiset”, a memorial feast held in
honor of a slain bear. Both celebrations have their own
standard table settings and strongly ritualized table
manners and eating habits. In UnReal World, there are
no official dining practices related to annual celebrations, but there are ritualistic foods and eating habits
based on a mythical worldview and magic.
Sacrifices to the spirits are perhaps the most often encountered food rituals within the game, even though it
is not a playable character who enjoys the food in these
instances. The food offered to spirits often needs to be
something specific, but the preparation and location of
the sacrificial food may also be important for fulfilling a
certain magical purpose. For example, immediately after coming ashore with the spring’s first fish catch, one
must prepare fish soup to thank the water spirit. The
player must leave the premises until the spirit has eaten their meal in peace, and only then can they return to
possibly enjoy a small meal of their own.
The magic of food also plays a part in a few quests with
storylines. According to folk belief, a person having
taken the form of a wolf for one reason or another can
be restored to their human form by feeding on bread.
Bread, in a sense, symbolizes human community, and
therefore enables one to recall their true self and home.
The ritual use of the fly agaric mushroom for otherworldly travel is also possible in UnReal World. This
practice was known among the noaidi and shamans,
but within the freedoms of the game realm, all playable
characters can partake in the practice, regardless of
cultural background.

What kind of food is eaten in the game?
The in-game diet consists mainly of soups, stews, porridges, and bread. Some ingredients, such as mushrooms and berries, can be eaten raw, while fish and
meat can be prepared simply on an open fire. In addition, food can be dried, smoked, or salted for preservation, which also renders these foods edible as such.
Recipes and ingredients can be combined in many
ways, meaning one can make soup out of the likes of

peas, fish, or mushrooms, and porridge can just as
well be made from flour, berries, or seeds. Many recipes also allow for extra ingredients, meaning one can
customize dishes to their liking or according to what is
available. Thus, the game’s food economy is also seasonal, as self-sufficient economies traditionally are.

Would players find the game’s food tasty?
Many of the flavors and ingredients found in the game
are familiar today. The absence of salt would most likely cause problems, though, since we’re so accustomed
to it nowadays. Many herbs were used to season food,
of course, but their flavors may be difficult to embrace
all of a sudden. When one merely considers methods,
though, cooking on an open fire is an experience in itself nowadays and can make even the simplest foods
taste delicious. Naturally, the game also includes foods
that barely do anything for the tastebuds, but simply
help one stay alive.

Which UnReal World foods do
you want to try yourself?
In some sense, I’ve probably tried most of the food in
UnReal World along the way already. The game mechanics allow for varying ingredients in recipes, so it’s
possible to make, for example, non-rising bread from
any flour mix, or porridge from different kinds of seeds.
It would be fun to see what these kinds of basic foods
would taste like if the main ingredients had to be laboriously gathered from wild plants. This could mean,
for instance, using flour ground from the roots of the
common reed to bake bread, or making porridge out
of sorrel and pigweed seeds. I’ve tried these plants
in small quantities, but if I had large stores to use at
my leisure as the main ingredients for food and baked
goods, it would certainly be interesting. I’d gladly try
different variations of berry porridges as well, such as
cranberries and black crowberries with a hint of garden
angelica root flour.
Check out the game: www.unrealworld.fi
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UnReal World video game food menu

Photos: Katarina Karppinen

Author: Sami Maaranen

Appetizer: Grave turnips and flatbread
Entrée: Fava bean and turnip stew
Dessert: Bilberry rye porridge

Turnips are at their most delicious when warm, but they
have also been eaten cold. The baked turnip is cut in half
and the inside is enjoyed as is. The turnip’s leaves are
also edible, so you can enjoy the tops on the side.

Flatbreads (3-4 pieces)

Grave turnips (or slow-cooked turnips)

2 dl flour
1 dl water
0,5 dl spices of your own choice

A turnip grave is essentially an underground oven,
hence the name of the dish, where rocks are heated
for slow cooking. Large quantities of turnips were prepared in turnip graves, but smaller amounts could be
prepared on a fire or in a pot – like in this recipe.

You can use, for example, chopped nettle leaves or
seeds, sorrel, dandelions, hemp seeds, or berries.
These are optional, though.

Dried Finnish nettle can be found
in Meira’s spice selection
Instructions
Knead the dough by hand until elastic. Add flour while
kneading as needed. Form palm-sized discs of about
1 cm thickness and bake in small batches without oil
on a pan or on the hot rocks surrounding the campfire.
Flip the breads every two minutes and cook for 6-10
minutes, depending on the temperature and thickness
of the breads. The flatbreads can be eaten as is, or perhaps topped with some grave turnips.

1-2 turnips per person
1-2 dl of boiled water
In the oven:
The dish is prepared in a casserole pan with a lid. Rinse
the turnips and cut the tops off. The tops are part of
the recipe but are not necessary. If you keep the tops,
place half of them at the bottom of the pan. Next, place
the turnips in the pan, followed by the remaining tops.
Cook the turnips for 1-2 hours, depending on their size,
at 175 degrees Celsius. Before placing the dish in the
oven, pour 1-2 dl of hot water on top of the turnips to
aid the slow-cooking process.
In the fireplace or at a campfire:
Cut the tops off the turnips. Let the fire burn until a plentiful cover of embers forms. Make a pit in the embers
and bury the turnips in it. Let the turnips cook for 45-90
minutes, depending on the size of the root vegetable and
the temperature of the embers. You can occasionally rotate the turnips to achieve a more evenly cooked result.

Fava bean and turnip stew
(2-3 portions)
The stew can be prepared entirely from vegetables, or
one can add meat if they wish.
0,5 L fava beans (or nowadays you can use any large
beans)
4 medium-sized turnips
2-3 dl forest mushrooms, e.g. yellowfoots or boletes
(Soaked dried mushrooms can also be used, or nowadays champignons or salted mushrooms)
100 g of available game meat, e.g. elf, rabbit, or deer
2 dl water
1 dl fat (Using fat is optional. In the old days, this would
mean animal fat, but you can also use vegetable oil.)
Season with herbs that you have on hand, such as
yarrow, garden angelica, nettle, birch buds, blackcurrant leaves, or juniper sprigs. You can also prepare the
dish without extra seasoning, or with a hint of salt.

Instructions
Boil fresh fava beans for about 10 minutes, then pour out
the water and rinse. Dried fava beans must be soaked
overnight, boiled in fresh water, and then rinsed. It is important to pre-cook fava beans, as they may otherwise
cause stomach problems. Wash and peel the turnips
and cut them into large pieces. Chop up any large mushrooms, smaller ones can be used whole. If you are using
meat, cut it into relatively small pieces.
Layer all ingredients into an oven-safe dish in small
batches, placing herbs and grease between layers. Finally, pour water over all the layers and place a lid over the
dish. Bake at 150 degrees Celsius for about 2 hours if the
stew includes only vegetables, and for about 2-3 hours
if meat is included. The stew is ready when the turnips
are soft, and the meat is tender. Enjoy the stew with two
handfuls of whole or mashed cranberries.

Bilberry rye porridge (2 portions)
4 dl water
2 dl bilberries
1 dl rye flour
Alternatively, you can also use
different berries or flour.
Instructions
Boil the water and berries. Add the flour and stir sufficiently to combine. Simmer the porridge over low heat
for about 45 minutes, stirring occasionally. Enjoy!

Stardew Valley video game food menu
Inspired by Stardew Valley (2016, ConcernedApe)
https://www.stardewvalley.net/

In the world of Stardew Valley, food is made
from fresh vegetables, milk products from
one’s own farm, and the fish caught from rivers.
Appetizer: Pumpkin soup
Entrée: Melanzane alla Parmigiana
Dessert: Fruit salad

Mix in the milk or cream and bring to a quick boil.
Cream makes the soup a bit richer, but pumpkin
doesn’t necessarily require it.
You can garnish the soup with pumpkin seeds, root
vegetable chips, or feta crumbs. They add a nice bit of
bite to the velvety soup.

Stardew Valley Pumpkin Soup

Melanzane alla Parmigiana
i.e. eggplant parm
(3 portions)
Approx. 500 g eggplant
Salt
2 tbsp oil
2 x 125 g mozzarella balls, sliced
1 dl grated parmesan
Fresh basil
Tomato sauce
1 small onion
2 cloves of garlic
1 tbsp oil
1 can crushed tomatoes (Mutti)
2 tsp tomato paste
1-2 tsp sugar
a splash of balsamic vinegar
A handful of fresh basil
A handful of fresh thyme
1/2 tsp salt
Slice the eggplants into pieces of about 1/2 cm thickness, sprinkle them with salt, and then let them sweat
for about 15 minutes. Sweating helps eliminate excess
water and gives the eggplant a firmer texture.
Meanwhile, prepare the tomato sauce. Peel and mince
the onion and garlic and sauté in oil until golden. Add
the crushed tomatoes, tomato paste, sugar, salt, and
balsamic vinegar to the pan. Rinse the can with a small

1 tsp nutmeg
1 tsp cinnamon
1/2 tsp smoked paprika
A pinch of cayenne pepper (if you want some kick)
Salt to taste
Peel and dice the squash, potatoes, and carrots. Bring
the vegetable broth to a boil and then add the diced
vegetables. Boil over low heat until the vegetables are
soft, then let the mixture cool for a bit. Puree the entire mixture with a hand blender and check the flavor,
adding spices as needed. (Nutmeg is wonderful in any
pureed soup that contains potatoes).

Use a paper towel to gently dry the eggplant slices. Sauté them in oil until they soften and turn slightly brown.
Also dry the mozzarella balls with a paper towel and
slice them rather thinly.
Line up eggplant slices along the bottom of the casserole
dish (23 cm x 15 cm). Spread tomato sauce on top. Then,
place basil leaves, mozzarella slices, and parmesan on
top of the sauce. Repeat the layering process twice, or
until ingredients run out. The final layer should consist
of cheese. (If the ingredients are not enough to cover
the entire casserole dish, assemble the melanzane in the
center). Bake the casserole at 200 degrees Celsius on
the bottom rack of the oven for about 45 minutes. Sprinkle fresh basil on top of the casserole and enjoy!

Fruit salad
A true Stardew Valley-esque dessert is a fruit salad
consisting of the season’s finest fruits and berries.
Combine lemon or lime juice with honey to create a
simple marinade for the salad. You can also mix in herbs. For example, melon and mint go together well.
Spring: Mangos, different kinds of melons, cherries,
grapefruit
Summer: Bilberries, strawberries, raspberries, plums,
nectarines, apricots, grapes
Autumn: Apples, plums, pears, blackberries, peaches

Pumpkin soup (approx. 4-5 portions)
Approx. 600-700 g yellow-fleshed winter squash
(e.g. butternut squash)
4 carrots
1 dl milk (or cream)
5 dl vegetable broth

amount of water and add that to the pan as well. Mince
the herbs and add them to the sauce. Check the flavor
and add salt and other spices as needed. Let simmer for
about 15 minutes.

Melanzane alla Parmigiana, i.e. Eggplant Parm(esan)
Photos: Jaakko Saarilampi

Winter: Oranges, kiwis, pomegranates, pears,
bananas

Stardew Valley Eggplant Parm

